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2Abstract
The visual context of seeing the body can reduce the experience of acute pain, producing a
multisensory analgesia. Here we investigated the neural correlates of this visually induced
analgesia using fMRI. We induced acute pain with an infrared laser while human participants
looked either at their stimulated right hand or at another object. Behavioral results confirmed
the expected analgesic effect of seeing the body, while fMRI results revealed an associated
reduction of laser-induced activity in ipsilateral primary somatosensory cortex (SI) and
contralateral operculoinsular cortex during the visual context of seeing the body. We further
identified two known cortical networks activated by sensory stimulation: (1) a set of brain
areas consistently activated by painful stimuli (the so-called ‘pain matrix’), and (2) an
extensive set of posterior brain areas activated by the visual perception of the body (visual
body network). Connectivity analyses via psychophysiological interactions (PPIs) revealed
that the visual context of seeing the body increased effective connectivity (i.e. functional
coupling) between posterior parietal nodes of the visual body network and the purported
‘pain matrix’. Increased connectivity with these posterior parietal nodes was seen for several
pain-related regions, including SII, anterior and posterior insula, and anterior cingulate
cortex. These findings suggest that visually induced analgesia does not involve an overall
reduction of the cortical response elicited by laser stimulation, but is consequent to the
interplay between the brain’s pain network and a posterior network for body perception,
resulting in modulation of the experience of pain.
3Introduction
The experience of our own body is fundamentally multisensory. Parietal and premotor
associative areas combine visual and somatosensory signals, providing multisensory
representations of the body and peripersonal space (e.g., Graziano et al., 1994). Several
studies show interplay between vision and somatosensation, including links in spatial
attention (Kennett et al., 2001a), integration of cross-modal inputs by parietal neurons
(Duhamel et al., 1998), and modulation of tactile acuity by vision of the body (Kennett et al.,
2001b). Less is known about effects of multisensory signals on pain.
We recently discovered that viewing the body reduces acute pain. Participants rated
nociceptive laser stimuli as less painful when viewing the stimulated hand in a mirror-box,
versus an object at the same location (Longo et al., 2009). We subsequently replicated this
effect using contact heat pain thresholds (Mancini et al., 2011), but the brain mechanisms
underlying this “visually induced analgesia” are unknown. Since the location and timing of
stimulation were similar across conditions, attentional explanations appear unlikely. Instead,
visual analgesia might reflect interplay between networks involved in viewing the body, and
networks responsive to nociceptive inputs.
A putative ‘pain matrix’ has been identified as a set of brain regions activated by
nociceptive inputs (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007; Iannetti & Mouraux, 2010), including brainstem
and thalamic nuclei, somatosensory areas SI and SII, insular, and anterior cingulate cortices.
While activity in these areas scales parametrically with pain intensity (Derbyshire et al.,
1997; Iannetti et al., 2005a), recent studies suggest that little ‘pain matrix’ activity is
nociceptive-specific. Rather, similar activations can be produced by tactile, auditory, and
visual stimuli (Mouraux & Iannetti, 2009; Mouraux et al., 2011). The multisensory nature of
this network makes it a likely candidate for cross-modal modulation of pain.
4Extensive areas of posterior cortex are involved in perceiving and representing the
human body. Neuroimaging studies reveal areas of occipital-temporal cortex preferentially
responsive to seen bodies and body parts, including the extrastriate body area (EBA:
Downing et al., 2001), and fusiform body area (FBA: Peelen & Downing, 2005). One recent
study found an extensive topographic map of viewed body parts throughout occipito-
temporal cortex (Orlov et al., 2010). A different form of body representation exists in the
superior parietal lobule, where individual neurons respond to combinations of visual, tactile
and auditory inputs near the body (Duhamel et al., 1998). Representations of our “body
image” have been localised to the posterior parietal cortex (Critchley, 1953; Longo et al.,
2010).
The two networks related to the experience of pain and to vision of the body seem
likely candidates for involvement in visual analgesia, given the extensive connectivity
between posterior parietal and somatosensory cortices (Pandya & Seltzer 1982). We
measured pain ratings of laser stimuli, while participants viewed either their own hand or a
neutral object, during fMRI. We identified brain networks activated by painful laser
stimulation and by viewing the body. Critically, we further assessed whether effective
connectivity between these posterior parietal cortex and regions in the putative pain network
varied when seeing the body versus an object.
Methods
Participants
Fourteen healthy individuals (3 female) aged 19-44 years participated for payment.
All were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971; range: 17.65 –
100) and had normal or corrected vision by self-report. One additional participant withdrew
5midway through the study; his data were excluded. All procedures were approved by the
local ethics committee.
Laser stimuli
Painful stimuli were delivered by a neodymium yttrium aluminium perovskite
(Nd:YAP) laser (EL.EN. Group, Florence, Italy) with a wavelength of 1.34 µm,,as used in
previous MRI studies of laser-induced pain (e.g., Watson et al., 2009; Ploner et al., 2011).
Stimuli at four different intensities (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 J; 4 ms pulse duration; 6 mm beam
diameter) were delivered to the dorsum of the right hand. Note that lasers deliver energy,
rather than temperature per se.
Procedure
Participants lay supine, looking out of the bore of scanner via an angled mirror placed
directly above their face. The participant’s right hand rested on an angled (30-45°) shelf
above their torso, so they could have a clear view of their hand. Four green LEDs were
placed on the shelf in a square arrangement bounding the hand. A specially-constructed box
could be placed on top of the hand to occlude it from while still allowing access for the
experimenter to apply laser stimulation. A wooden object of approximately hand size was
fixed to the front of the box and when in location could be clearly seen by the participant at
approximately the same gaze angle as the (now occluded) hand. Four LEDs were embedded
into the corners of the object, so that the LED appearance remained the same whether the
object or hand was visible.
The experiment comprised three sessions, each divided into 12 blocks of 46 s, which
alternated between vision of the hand or object. The initial condition (i.e., hand or object) was
counterbalanced across participants. Within each block, four laser stimuli were delivered, one
6at each of 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 J, in random order. The time preceding each laser stimulus was
either 8, 9, 10, or 11 s, in random order. To avoid habituation or sensitization effects, the
hand dorsum was divided into rough quadrants, and a laser stimulus was applied to each such
quadrant only once within each block, again in random order. An experimenter in the scanner
room positioned the stimulator above a pseudorandom point within the specified quadrant,
but the timing of the stimulus was controlled by a computer in the control room. When each
laser stimulus was delivered, the four LEDs surrounding either the hand or the object flashed
briefly. The LED onset served as a cue that a stimulus had been delivered, and their offset
served as a cue for the participant to rate pain intensity using a 0-100 scale (0 being no
sensation at all, 100 being the worst pain imaginable). Participants responded verbally. Noise
cancellation software allowed verbal responses to be recorded in real time and stored for
offline confirmation. Blocks were separated by 12 s of rest in which a sheet of black card was
placed in front of the bore of the scanner.
Data Acquisition
Data were collected using a 1.5 T Siemens SONATA system. T2*-weighted
functional images were acquired using an echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence. Each EPI
consisted of 48 contiguous 2-mm-thick axial slices (1 mm gap between slices) covering the
whole brain (TR = 4.32 s; TE = 50 ms). A total of 165 whole-brain volumes were collected in
each of three scanning sessions, each lasting approximately 12 minutes. The first four
volumes of each run were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. After the functional
sessions, a whole-brain T1-weighted structural scan was acquired, consisting of 176 slices (1
mm isotropic voxel size).
Data Analysis
7Data were analysed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Centre
for Neuroimaging, University College London, London, UK;
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). All functional volumes for each participant were realigned
to the first volume to correct for head motion. Volumes were then spatially normalised to the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template using DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007), a
diffeomorphic image registration algorithm. This has been found to increase inter-subject
registration compared to independent normalization of data from individual participants
(Klein et al., 2009). Structural scans from each participant were first segmented into distinct
tissue classes and then registered with each other to produce a template brain reflecting the
average of the 14 participants and a “flow field” to allow transformation of each participant’s
brain to the group average. These flow fields were combined with an affine transformation of
the average brain to the MNI template and applied to functional volumes, resulting in
spatially normalized data with a voxel size of 2 x 2 x 2 mm, and smoothed with an 8 mm full-
width half-maximum Gaussian kernel, in accord with the standard SPM approach.
For each participant, we applied a general linear model (GLM) to each voxel in the
functional data using delta (stick) functions to model the eight types of laser stimuli (i.e., 4
intensities by 2 visual conditions, hand or object); plus the onset and offset of the hand or
object stimulus. This resulted in 12 stimulus regressors, plus an additional 6 motion
parameters, per functional run, which were convolved with a canonical haemodynamic
response function. A high-pass filter with a cut-off of 128 s was also applied to remove low-
frequency confounds. Parameter estimates for each regressor were derived and contrast
images reflecting each of the 8 laser stimulus regressors were calculated for each participant
and entered into a second-level random-effect 4x2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
factors ‘intensity’ (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 J) and ‘vision’ (hand, object).
8Statistical significance of fMRI activations was determined using a combined voxel
and cluster level criterion. Activations were thresholded at p < 0.001 and a cluster false
discovery rate (FDR) of p < .05 was then used to control for multiple comparisons across the
brain (Chumbley & Friston, 2009). Because we had a priori hypotheses regarding the well-
established cortical network responsive to pain (cf. the ‘pain matrix’; Tracey & Mantyh,
2007), masks for several areas known to be activated by painful laser stimuli were generated
using the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002),
including: SI, SII (rolandic operculum), insula, ACC, and MCC, bilaterally. Small volume
correction was then used for these specific regions of interest (ROIs).
To investigate condition-specific effective connectivity (or functional coupling)
between posterior parietal cortex (PPC) within the ‘visual body network’ that we identified
(see Results) and the putative ‘pain matrix’, we conducted a hypothesis-driven
psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al., 1997). PPIs assess the extent to
which an experimental factor modulates the effective connectivity of one brain region with
others, in terms of condition-specific covariation in residuals. Given a specific seed region
(here right and left PPC, see below), PPI identifies voxels which covary differentially with
the seed region as a function of an experimental factor. For each participant, first-level GLM
analyses were conducted including three regressors: (1) an experimental vector coding
whether participants were viewing their hand or the object (the ‘psychological’ regressor), (2)
the time-series of activation in the PPC seed region from the ‘visual body network,’ (the
‘physiological’ regressor), and (3) the product of the first two regressors (the PPI regressor),
the physiological regressor being deconvolved with a canonical HRF to estimate neural
(rather than haemodynamic) activity.
Given the well-established connectivity between PPC and somatosensory cortices
(Pandya & Seltzer 1982; Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989), we hypothesized that the PPC
9nodes of the visual body network would show altered effective connectivity with the putative
‘pain matrix’ when viewing the body. Separate PPI analyses were, thus, conducted using the
PPC peaks in the left and right hemispheres as seeds. To extract time-series of activity, we
first determined the group peak voxels for the [Hand > Object] contrast, thresholded at p <
0.05 corrected for family wise error (FWE) across the whole brain and with a minimum
cluster size of 8 voxels, in the left PPC (-18, -62, 66) and right PPC (16, -68, 64) PPC. We
then found for each participant the local peak voxel nearest to those group peaks in each
hemisphere. We then defined each PPC region of interest (ROI) by identifying voxels within
a sphere of 6 mm radius centred on this peak voxel that were active in the [Hand > Object]
contrast above a threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) with a cluster size of at least 4 voxels.
The time series for each participant was computed as the first eigenvariate of all voxel time
series within the ROI. Contrast estimates for the PPI regressor from each participant were
analysed at the second-level using one-sample t-tests.
Results
Subjective Pain Ratings
Subjective pain ratings showed a clear monotonic increase with stimulus intensity as
expected, F(3, 39) = 26.18, p < .0001 (see Figure 1). More importantly, pain intensity was
significantly reduced when viewing the hand compared to the object (grand means: Hand:
22.8, Object: 28.7), F(1, 13) = 10.00, p < .01, replicating previous findings that viewing the
body is analgesic (Longo et al., 2009; Mancini et al., 2011). Visual context and intensity did
not interact, F(3, 39) = 0.81, indicating that vision of the body affects the intercept of the
psychometric function, not the slope.
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fMRI Responses
Identification of cortical pain network. We first investigated the effect of pain versus
rest, and found extensive activations within the set of bilateral brain areas well-established to
respond to painful stimuli, the so-called ‘pain matrix’ (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007; Iannetti &
Mouraux, 2010). These areas included: SI, SII, anterior insula, posterior insula, anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), and middle cingulate cortex (MCC) (see Figure 2, Table 1).
Visual Body Network: Hand>Object during laser stimulation. The opposite contrast,
[Hand > Object], revealed an extensive bilateral network of posterior regions (see Table 2,
Figure 2), consistent with previous research (for review see Peelen & Downing, 2007). We
refer to this here as the ‘visual body network’. This included extensive bilateral activations of
the superior parietal lobules, posterior lateral occipital cortex, and occipito-temporal cortex.
Additionally, bilateral regions of the basal ganglia were also activated.
Visual Analgesia: Object>Hand during laser stimulation. We next investigated the
effects of vision of the body on brain responses to laser stimulation. Because vision of the
body was analgesic, a natural prediction is that areas known to be involved in the cortical
processing of pain (as defined by the pain>rest contrast above) might show reduced
activation when looking at the hand compared to the object. The contrast [Object > Hand] for
the laser stimulation regressor provided some evidence confirming this directional
hypothesis, within early, sensory regions of the ‘pain matrix’. A region of right (ipsilateral)
sensorimotor cortex, partially overlapping the SI ROI was identified (32, -20, 48; see Figure
3, Table 2), for which activation in the view-object condition was greater than in the view-
hand condition during laser stimulation. There was also a cluster straddling the left SII and
insula regions (-42, -20, 24; see Table 2). Some other brain areas also showed reduced
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activation when looking at the body (e.g., left medial occipital cortex and right anterior
inferior temporal cortex) but were not obviously related to the cortical processing of pain.
There was no reduction of activity in the ACC or MCC.
Psychophysiological Interactions
We had hypothesized that the fMRI responses observed during hand observation may
subserve visual analgesia in the form of modulated effective connectivity (or functional
coupling) with the ’pain matrix’. To test this, we performed a PPI analysis (Friston et al.,
1997) using the PPC nodes of the visual body network as seed areas. We focus on PPC seeds
because of the well-established anatomical connectivity between the posterior parietal cortex
and somatosensory cortices (Pandya & Seltzer 1982; Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989). PPI
identifies voxels which show altered functional coupling (residual covariation) with the seed
region as a function of psychological context, in this case vision of the hand or the object. We
found that vision of the hand led to increased functional coupling between the PPC nodes of
the visual body network and bilateral areas of the cortical pain network (Figure 4, Table 3).
These areas notably included SI, SII, the anterior and posterior insula, and the ACC. Thus,
the analgesic effect of viewing the body dramatically changed functional coupling of PPC
with areas responding to laser stimulation.
Discussion
Viewing the hand, compared to viewing a neutral object at the same location, reduced
the subjective intensity of laser-induced pain and increased functional coupling between
posterior parietal nodes sensitive to vision of the body (within the visual body network) and
the cortical network traditionally described as the ‘pain matrix’. The finding of visually
induced analgesia replicates recent results (Longo et al., 2009; Mancini et al., 2011).
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Interestingly, the behavioral data here further suggest that visual analgesia involves a shift in
the intercept of the psychophysical function, rather than its slope. This reduction in intercept
for intensity ratings is consistent with the finding of Mancini and colleagues (2011) that
viewing the body increases heat-pain thresholds. Further, the absence of any change in slope
suggests that vision does not lead to a loss of information about nociceptive inputs, but rather
to a reduction in experienced pain levels.
Our fMRI analyses first focussed on whether viewing the body reduces activation of
key nodes in the so-called ‘pain matrix’, since this could provide a potential neural marker of
visual analgesia. Using small volume corrections on sites derived from previous studies, we
only found reduced activation in SI and the operculoinsular cortex when viewing the hand
during laser stimulation, compared to the neutral object. We note that such reductions were
not observed in ACC. This pattern of results suggests that visual analgesia may involve only
restricted regions within the larger cortical pain network. Results from visual-tactile
experiments (below pain threshold) also indicate that viewing the body can influence
processing in early somatosensory cortex. For example, viewing the body modulates tactile
acuity (Kennett et al., 2001b), early somatosensory cortical potentials (Longo, Pernigo and
Haggard, 2011), and somatosensory intracortical inhibition (Cardini, Longo, & Haggard,
2011).
Unimodal stimuli can sometimes produce deactivations of primary sensory cortices
for other modalities (Lewis et al., 2000; Laurienti et al., 2002; Shulman et al., 1997). Could
the reduced activation of ‘pain matrix’ areas we report reflect merely such cross-modal
suppression? We consider this unlikely for several reasons. First, while many studies have
reported suppression of visual or auditory cortices following unimodal stimulation in a
different modality (e.g., Laurienti et al., 2002; Lewis et al., 2000), deactivations of
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somatosensory cortex following unimodal visual stimuli have typically not been found even
in studies specifically testing for them (Shulman et al., 1997; Mouraux et al., 2011).
Second, as described in the introduction, recent findings (Mouraux et al., 2011) have
demonstrated that the so-called ‘pain matrix’ can in fact be positively activated also by
unimodal visual stimuli. Accounts based on cross-modal suppression account would have
rather predicted deactivations. In fact, patterns of activation nearly identical to the canonical
‘pain matrix’ can be produced by unimodal visual, auditory, and non-nociceptive
somatosensory stimuli (Mouraux et al., 2011), and these activations are positively correlated
with subjective salience. There is also evidence that such facilitative relations between visual
and somatosensation are reciprocal. Findings by Sathian and colleagues indicate clear
activations of visual cortices by unimodal tactile stimuli (Sathian et al., 1997; Sathian &
Zangaladze, 2002; Peltier et al., 2007). Similarly, another recent study found increased SI
activation following visuo-tactile stimulation compared to touch alone (Dionne et al., 2010).
Given such data, mere visual salience of the hand compared to the object in our experiment
should, if anything, have increased activation of the pain matrix. In contrast, we found
reduced pain-related activation in the specific context of visual analagesia.
Third, a number of studies have measured fMRI activations while subjects view hands
(Ehrsson et al., 2004; Myers & Sowden, 2008; Tsakiris et al., 2010). These studies typically
do not report deactivation of SI or other somatosensory regions following visual perception
of bodies. To our knowledge, the only finding of this kind is Saxe and colleagues’ (2006)
report of SI deactivation when viewing body parts presented in an allocentric perspective.
Crucially, however, the same study found no deactivation when the hand was presented in a
first-person perspective, as in our study (see also Ruby & Decety, 2001). Thus, merely seeing
one’s own hand (outside the context of visual analgesia) appears to activate SI, rather than
deactivate it as we found here for the specific context of visual analgesia.
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We found extensive and robust activations when contrasting hand>object during laser
stimulation. These activations were bilateral and posterior, and included lateral occipital and
superior parietal areas. Our results therefore agree with the proposed roles of these areas in
visual representation of the body and peripersonal space (Peelen & Downing, 2007; Orlov et
al., 2010; Schlack et al., 2005). The strong bilateral activation of occipito-temporal areas
appears consistent with the known responses of the Extrastriate Body Area (EBA; Downing
et al., 2001; Myers & Sowden, 2008; Costantini et al., 2011). We also found strong activation
of SPL areas traditionally associated with multisensory representation of peripersonal space
(Duhamel et al., 1998; Pitzalis et al., 2010). We note there appears to be little overlap
between this visual body network and the classic pain network. However the basal ganglia
provides an exception to this: viewing the hand activated the caudate nucleus and putamen,
which are also known to be activated by painful laser stimuli (Coghill et al., 1999; Bingel,
Gläscher, Weiller, & Büchel, 2004), and which produce decreased sensitivity to heat pain
when damaged (Starr et al., 2011). Further, Starr and colleagues (2011) using probabilistic
tractography found that areas of the putamen activated by painful stimuli have extensive
anatomical connectivity with numerous cortical and subcortical regions involved in emotion
and memory (amygdala and hippocampus), nociceptive processing (insula, ACC), and
higher-order cognition (premotor cortex, BA8). Thus, the basal ganglia might potentially play
a key role in modulating pain, via its anatomical connections with limbic, sensorimotor, and
cognitive ‘loops’ (Alexander & Crutcher, 1990; Crittenden & Graybiel, 2011).
Some authors have recently suggested that pain may be an emergent property of
connectivity within the pain network (Tracey, 2011), rather than a readout of activity at any
individual node within the pain network. This view appears strengthened by the apparent
absence of any single neural correlate of pain intensity following nociceptive laser
stimulation (Iannetti et al 2008). Moreover, even resting functional connectivity within the
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pain network can predict the perceived intensity of a subsequent pain stimulus (Ploner et al.,
2010). In addition, previous studies have shown that functional connectivity between
nociceptive centres and other brain networks can underlie modulation of pain. For example,
attentional and emotional modulations of pain involve increased connectivity between the
insula and wider brain networks for attention or emotion, respectively (Ploner et al., 2011).
But most previous work focused on possible connectivity changes underlying top-down
modulation of pain by higher-level cognition, such as attention and expectation (Wiech et al.,
2008). Our results extend the notion that pain modulation can involve changing interplay
between the putative ‘pain matrix’ and other brain networks. A distinctive feature of our
study is that the key interplay involved multisensory areas for representing the body and
peripersonal space, while the key psychological manipulation was simply bottom-up viewing
of the hand, rather than top-down expectation.
Laser stimulation is unusual in generating pain in the absence of any apparently
damaging stimulus. Could this sensory conflict influence visual analgesia? We previously
found that whether or not the participant saw the laser being applied had no effect on visual
analgesia (Longo et al., 2009). We further showed that visual analgesia is also obtained when
participants see (or have the illusion of seeing) the painful stimulus actually touching their
hand (Mancini et al., 2011). The presence of a clearly damaging stimulus may very well
generate emotional and expectancy responses which influence the experience of pain, but
these are distinct from visual analgesia.
Our results thus suggest a novel mechanism of analgesia based on multisensory
interactions involving perception of one’s own body. Studies of chronic pain following
amputation suggest a strong association between pain levels and the cortical representation of
one’s own body. For example, phantom limb pain after amputation may be a by-product of
reorganisation of cortical maps of the body (Flor, Nikolajsen, & Staehelin Jensen, 2006).
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Interestingly, some reports suggest that simply viewing the body (or the mirror image of an
intact limb appearing where the amputated limb is now missing) can reduce phantom limb
pain (Ramachandran, Rogers-Ramachandran, & Cobb, 1995), and may do so through signals
that control plastic processes of cortical reorganisation (Lotze et al., 2001; Diers et al., 2010).
That is, integrating the painful body part within a stable representation of the body may be an
important mechanism for pain regulation. Our study documents an effect of viewing the body
on brain activations for acute, rather than chronic pain. Viewing the body can change
functional coupling with the pain network. We show that linking acute pain to the brain’s
visual body representations has a rapid analgesic effect. These effects appear to operate
within a much shorter timescale than neuroplastic reorganisation associated with chronic pain
modulation. Functional linkage between cortical networks could be an important mechanism
for promoting neuroplastic changes that may reduce chronic pain.
17
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Perceptual results: subjective ratings of pain intensity as a function of stimulation
intensity and visual condition. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean difference
between the hand and object conditions at each laser intensity.
Figure 2: Left panel: The wide network of areas displaying BOLD fMRI responses to pain-
related laser stimulation, including SI, SII, insula, and ACC. Right panel: fMRI activations to
laser stimulation when looking at the hand compared to when looking at the object. An
extensive posterior network was activated when laser stimuli were delivered while seeing the
body.
Figure 3: Regions of interest identified from previous studies as coding for experienced pain
levels, and here showing reduced activation to laser stimulation when viewing the body than
the object. Left panel: right primary somatosensory cortex (SI). Right panel: left
operculoinsular cortex.
Figure 4: Regions whose functional coupling with PPC nodes in the posterior ‘visual body
network’ increased when viewing the body compared to the object. Vision of the body
increased functional coupling between these PPC nodes and regions in the pain network
evoked by laser stimulation. Areas overlapping with the ‘pain matrix’ (i.e., [laser
stimulation> rest]) are highlighted, via inclusive masking.
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